Contents of Box 1: Material about Viet-Nam 1954-1978


- Vietnam Position Papers: “Are we saving south Vietnam?” by Joseph Buttinger; Undated typescript. “Personal recollection about the so-called Vietnam Lobby” and “Survival or disintegration of South Vietnam:…”

- Letter December 16, 1954 From Diem to Buttinger concerning: NGO DINH DIEM

- INDOCHINA 1954
  - Pertaining to Venam: Maps (4); Paper; Handwritten Mss.; Letter; Reviews of Vietnam
  - Letter, documents, drafts of articles:
    - Correspondence with Irving Howe, Hannes Benzion…
    - Draft and final articles.
  - Correspondence – Coments – Various Vietnam books.
  - Correspondence relating to the engagement of Harold L. Oram Inc.
  - Letters and Reviews Concerning Vietnam Book.
  - Vietnam – Vorgestellt: Geography and ethnology of Vietnam, undated typescript, probably by Buttinger
  - Speeches by Vietnam Official Tran van Chuong, 1952-1957
  - Letters
    - Assn. of Asian Studies with Joe 1958
  - Miscellaneous handwritten & typed articles, book reviews, mostly Vietnam
- American Friends of VN 1955-57: Correspondence, Statement of Purpose
  Announcements, Program
  papers, Financial statement

- Vietnam: Miscellaneous. 1955-1968

- Correspondence by and about Wolf Ladejinsky 1959-75.

- Correspondence, Amnesty International 1972-73: including reports, in German, on political prisoners in Vietnam.

- Material for French translation of “Smaller Dragon”.
  - Vietnam Studies Group.


- Chiefly: Smaller Dragon

- Routine correspondence 1978

- Correspondence in 1955 with the New York Herald Tribune; Other letters and articles, undated and unsigned.

- RE: The Smaller Dragon, Draft pages.


- Drafts for Speeches, Princeton.


- The American Lobby for NGO DING DIEM: The paper, undated and unsigned, was probably written by Buttinger in the mid – 1960’s

- Two draft articles by JB, on on diem written in 1966, the other (German): for peace in Vietnam, written in
April 1975.

- Correspondence and publications on Vietnam, German translation (Vietnam Book), 1966-68


- Klagenfurt Speech: American foreign policy and Vietnam America, where are you going? (German Language, 38pp).

- About publication of German edition of JB’s Vietnam book (presumably The Smaller Dragon)